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Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 208
pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.5in.TRAVELING -
PrologueZOMBIE APP - A computer program guaranteed to feed
anyones addiction. BLACK and BLUE - An emotional catharsis
triggered by a trip to the emergency room. CRYSTAL - A man
seeking refuge in Sarasota whose experience is lost in
translation. DAIMON: The Greek word for the Muse who opens
Pandoras Box and inspires poetry, prose, and art. ESCAPE FROM
PORTAL LAND - A train ride with an unexpected detour reveals
that things are not always what they appear to be. GODDESS
KATRINA - 2005 Hurricanes wrath and aftermath in the deep
South. MAYAGOLEM - A Florida womans search for a soulmate
leads her to a magical realm of desire. MERMAID LOUNGE -
Inspired by the New Orleans bar of the same name located in the
Warehouse District. PDX - A Portland dog changes the lives of the
people he interacts with. RAPTURE - Apocalyptic prophecy
comes to pass in a most unexpected way. REAPER - A chance
encounter challenges a Southern California woman to redefine
love and sacrifice. SECRETS - An artist whose paintings reveal
more...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this
ebook from my dad and i recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette

Extensive information for book fanatics. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is basically the best pdf i actually have go through within my personal daily life and might
be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Guiller m o Ma r qua r dt-- Guiller m o Ma r qua r dt
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